

In two studies lesbians were more distant from both parents, while male homosexuals reported more close-binding, intimate mothers and hostile, detached fathers than the heterosexual controls.

E. FANTASIES

Fantasies, sometimes dismissively termed "daydreaming," have only recently engaged the interest of psychologists, though they have long been of central interest to psychoanalysis. The "sexual revolution" of the 1960s has also generated a good deal of interest in erotic fantasies, and the relation between such imagings and the enacted scripts of sexual encounter.


Personal accounts with the author's pop psychological commentary. See "Straight Men, Gay Fantasies" (pp. 345-60), "Bisexuals" (pp. 361-82), "Homosexuals" (pp. 383-404), and "Transvestites" (pp. 405-22).


This first popular volume contains some lesbian material.


In 47 gay men, fantasies occurring around age twelve preceded interpersonal sexual experience by an average of four years. They functioned as a source of self-knowledge about subjects' affectional preference and influenced early homosexual experiences.


Although such fantasies are deemed worthy of investigation, they need not be construed as an embodiment of the subject's real life problems.

FANTASIES

Tests administered to 185 heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual undergraduates yielded strong support for the hypothesis that sexual orientation relates primarily to erotic fantasy orientation. The results support a two-dimensional model of sexual orientation in which homosexuality and heterosexuality are treated as separate, independent factors. See also his: "A Theory of Erotic Orientation Development," *Psychological Review*, 88 (1981), 340-53.

F. FUNCTIONING AND ADJUSTMENT

In its various forms, the disease model of homosexuality suggests that homosexuals function less well in society than heterosexuals. Inasmuch as for many decades most data gathered about homosexuals came from clinical patients and prisoners, this assumption seemed to have been confirmed. Following Evelyn Hooker's pioneering investigations in the 1950s with unbiased samples, the notion that homosexuals were, by virtue of their orientation alone, less well equipped to cope with society than heterosexuals has been overturned. More work is now needed on how gay men and lesbians adjust, despite the social disapproval that they still face.
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